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ABSTRACT

The principle of cognitive radio systems is to utilize the licensed spectrum when their interference to primary users can be maintained below a certain threshold. Thus, to successfully coexist, cognitive users must have awareness of primary user’s presence in the vicinity. As most communication signals exhibit statistical periodicities, Cyclostationary feature detection can be used to perform the task of sensing the spectrum for primary user’s presence. A second-order statistical approach is most widely used to perform Cyclostationary Feature Detection in which a set of lags should be chosen for statistical testing. The optimal method for choosing multiple lags requires knowledge of the 4th-order cyclic cumulated of Primary user’s signals, which can be a burden in practice. In this work, a new idea for lag set selection is presented, which avoids the mentioned 4th-order cumulated burden. The results are verified via analysis and simulation. It shows that the performance of the proposed method is comparable to the optimal one in the low signal to noise ratio region where it is most critical for CR applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cognitive Radio is a radio for wireless communications in which either a network or a wireless node changes its transmission or reception parameters based on the interaction with the environment to communicate effectively without interfering with the licensed users[1]. The main interest for the cognitive radio users is the frequency range which remains empty for most of the time that is to bring such frequency range for unlicensed users in such a way that interference to the licensed users is minimized. It can also be defined as a radio or system that senses its operational electromagnetic environment and can dynamically and autonomously adjust its radio operating parameters to modify system operation. Those system operations can be maximize throughput, mitigate interference, and facilitate interoperability, access secondary markets[2].

Cognitive Radio is a paradigm that has been proposed so that the frequency spectrum can be better utilized. The formal definition for Cognitive Radio is given as “Cognitive Radio is a radio for wireless communications in which either a network or a wireless node changes its transmission or reception parameters based on the interaction with the environment to communicate effectively without interfering with the licensed users” [3].

Spectrum sensing that is checking the frequency spectrum for empty bands forms the foremost part of the cognitive radio. There are number of schemes for spectrum sensing like Energy Detector, matched filter Cyclostationary based spectrum sensing. The need is to implement a detector which can perform well under low SNR conditions and complexity not as high as the matched filter. Cyclostationary detector turned out to be the choice for such specifications[4]. Cyclostationary based sensing use the periodicity property of signals. The signals which are used in several applications are generally coupled with sinusoid carriers, cyclic prefix, spreading codes, pulse trains etc. which result in periodicity of their statistics like mean and auto-correlation. Such periodicities can be easily highlighted when cyclic spectral density (CSD) for such signals is found out. Primary user signals which have these periodicities can be easily detected by taking their correlation. Fourier transform of the correlated signal results in peaks at frequencies which are specific to a signal and searching for these peaks helps in determining the presence of the primary user. Noise is random in nature and as such there are no such periodicities in it and thus it doesn’t get highlighted on taking the correlation [5]. The main category of interest for the cognitive radio users is the first category in which the hardly used or empty bands are classified. In layman terms cognitive radio is nothing but a methodology wherein the first category of the frequency range is brought to the use for unlicensed users in such a way that interference to the licensed users is minimized[6]. Spectrum sensing is checking of the frequency spectrum for empty bands which forms the foremost part of the cognitive radio. There are number of schemes for spectrum sensing like Energy Detector, matched filter Cyclostationary based Spectrum Sensing. The need is to implement a detector which can perform well under low SNR conditions and complexity not as high as the matched filter. Cyclostationary detector turned out to be the choice for such specifications[7]. Cyclostationary locator ended up being the decision for such particulars.

Cognitive radio work well for low SNR conditions. It has the capacity to recognize essential client and clamor.

The parameters that can be used for cognitive radio are as follows:

- **Heavy Use**: Maximum Amplitudes
- **Sparse Use**: Low Amplitude
- **Medium Use**: Medium Amplitude
- **Heavy Use**: High Amplitude

**Figure 1: Spectrum utilization [1]**
SNR (Signal-to-noise ratio): SNR is a measure utilized as a part of science and designing that analyzes the level of a coveted sign to the level of foundation commotion. It is characterized as the proportion of sign force to the commotion power, frequently communicated in decibels. A proportion higher than 1:1 (more noteworthy than 0 dB) shows more flag than clamor. While SNR is generally cited for electrical signs, it can be connected to any type of sign, (for example, isotope levels in an ice center or biochemical motoring between cells)[2].

Probability of detection: As per the hypothesis, there are various determiners of how a recognizing framework will distinguish a sign, and where its edge levels will be. The hypothesis can clarify how changing the limit will influence the capacity to recognize, frequently uncovering how adjusted the framework is to the assignment, reason or objective at which it is pointed.

2. RELATED WORK
In [8], has portrayed that to distinguish the vicinity of the essential signal client, range sensing is a crucial prerequisite to accomplish the objective of cognitive radio (CR). It clarifies Cyclostationary location is the favored strategy to identify the essential clients getting information inside the correspondence scope of a CR client at low SNR. Utilizing the proposed location method, it is watched that the MIMO cognitive radio appreciates 6 dB SNR advantage over single receiving wire when utilizing four get reception apparatuses for all estimations of likelihood of identification.

In [9], have outlined new sensing techniques in view of the eigen estimations of the covariance grid of sign got at the auxiliary clients. Specifically, two sensing calculations are proposed, one is taking into account the degree of the greatest eigen worth to least eigen esteem the other is in view of the proportion of the normal eigen quality to least eigen esteem. The techniques can be utilized for different sign location applications without learning of sign, channel and commotion power. Reenactments taking into account haphazardly created signs, remote amplifier flags and caught DTV signs have been carried out to confirm the techniques.

In [4], proposed and examined procedures for recognition and grouping of radio flags in a cognitive radio (CR) environment. Reproduction results demonstrate that it can distinguish the approaching signs, even at low SNR, if the quantity of perception pieces is sufficiently huge. One of the strategy's points of interest is that it doesn't require any from the earlier information of the transmitting sign with the exception of harsh data on sign transfer speed. It permits the CR gadget, which tries to get to a particular divert in an artful way, to indiscriminately recognize dynamic or authorized client motions in that channel. Signal characterization can be performed with high precision if the perception length is sufficiently long. In this work, the cycle recurrence space profile (CDP) is utilized for sign discovery and preprocessing for sign arrangement.

In [10], investigated the new field of cognitive radios with an uncommon accentuation on one exceptional part of these radios - range sensing. Firstly, it distinguishes two key issues identified with the cognitive radio frontend - element range decrease and wideband recurrence nimbleness. Essential client discovery can be further enhanced by cutting edge characteristic recognition plans like cyclostationary identifiers which use the innate periodicity of balanced signs. Further, individual sensing is not sufficient for solid discovery of essential clients because of shadowing and multipath impacts.

In such a case helpful choice making is the way to lessening the likelihood of obstruction to essential clients.

In [3], has talked about as of late proposed element range administration and offering plans, for example, medium access control, range handoff, force control, directing and collaboration requirement. By tuning the recurrence to the incidentally unused authorized band and adjusting working parameters to environment varieties, cognitive radio innovation furnishes future remote gadgets with extra transfer speed, solid broadband interchanges, and adaptability for quickly developing information applications. In this review, the crucial idea about cognitive radio qualities, capacities, system structural engineering and applications are displayed.

In [5], have portrayed about the constrained accessible range and the wastefulness in the range utilization requires another correspondence standard to endeavors the current remote range craftily. This new systems administration standard is alluded to as cutting edge Networks and in addition Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) and cognitive radio systems. XG systems, outfitted with the inherent capacities of the cognitive radio, will give an extreme range mindful correspondence ideal model in remote correspondences. In this overview, inborn properties and momentum examination difficulties of the XG systems are introduced. The creator has researched the exceptional difficulties in XG arrangements by a base up methodology, beginning from the capacities of cognitive radio methods to the correspondence conventions that need to be created for proficient correspondence.

In [11], have formulated plans to distinguish and invalidate the impact of vindictive hubs for the situation where vitality identifiers are utilized by the sensing gadgets. We utilized a basic and quick normal mix plan to improve the choice methodology at the entrance point. Utilizing reproductions, he has confirmed that the proposed plans can distinguish 'Forever Yes' clients, 'Constantly No' clients and malignant hubs delivering compelling qualities.

In [12], has considered cyclostationary range sensing of essential clients in a cognitive radio framework. He has proposed single client multi cycle CFAR locators and stretched out them to oblige client cooperation. In addition, has proposed a blue penciling strategy for diminishing vitality utilization and the quantity of transmissions of neighborhood test insights amid joint effort. Dissimilar to vitality recognition the proposed cyclostationary methodology has the capacity recognize among essential clients, optional clients, and obstruction. Besides, it is not vulnerable to commotion instability. In addition, it is nonparametric as in no suppositions on information or clamor disseminations are needed. Joint effort among optional clients is crucial for moderating the impacts of shadowing and blurring, and subsequently shortening the location time. In portable applications battery life is a restricted asset that must be preserved. A blue penciling plan in which just useful test measurements are transmitted to the FC has been proposed. The proposed blue penciling plan has been seen as a suitable methodology for fundamentally diminishing the reporting overhead without yielding the execution.

In [13], has proposed a recurrence area entropy-based range sensing plan for CRN and demonstrated to enhance the recognition execution as for vitality indicator and cyclostationary indicators. The entropy of the deliberate sign is evaluated in the recurrence space with the likelihood space parceled into altered measurements. It has systematically demonstrated that the proposed plan is strong against
commotion instability. Through Monte Carlo tests, it exhibited that the proposed finder extraordinarily outflanks vitality finders and cyclostationary indicators, with 6dB and 5dB execution enhancement individually. The specimen size is fundamentally diminished by the proposed plan contrasted with vitality indicator under the same discovery execution.

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The issue of reducing complexity is a challenging process in Cognitive Radio. The vitality discovery procedure of Cognitive Radio works only at high SNR. Due to this property of energy detection mechanism, it will not detect the signal if the as at low SNR. To overcome the disadvantage of energy detection, Cyclostationary process can be used for Spectrum Sensing. As Cyclostationary process does not depend upon SNR, it can detect any of the signals arriving in its range. It can detect the presence of the primary user without intervention of SNR. All the functionalities call for a spectrum aware communication protocol. It can check the periodicity of the signal, thus it can evaluate the presence of primary user if signal is periodic.

4. METHODOLOGY
The issue of diminishing multifaceted nature is a testing process in cognitive radio. The vitality discovery procedure of cognitive radio work just at high SNR. Because of this property of vitality identification system, it won't distinguish the signal if the as at low SNR. To conquer the disservice of vitality identification we utilize cyclostationary process for range sensing. As cyclostationary methodology does not rely on SNR, it can recognize any of the signs landing in its range. It can distinguish the vicinity of the essential client without mediation of SNR. All the functionalities require a range mindful correspondence convention. It can check the periodicity of the sign subsequently it can assess the vicinity of essential client if signal is occasional. Since the cognitive radio is to adjust to the environment changes there must be a high level of co-appointment among diverse convention stack layers. This happens to be rather than the traditional correspondence which happens between layers in the event of altered recurrence allotted applications. All such research work of improving the execution increase can be comprehensively arranged under the term cross layer configuration. In the cross layer configuration field there have been various understanding of the idea as still it is not institutionalized and along these lines individuals are working freely to propose diverse outlines.

5. CONCLUSION
The proposed method is able to detect the presence of primary user at very low SNR. This work has investigated cyclostationary feature detection using multiple lags. In this we detect the presence of primary user by checking the periodicity of the signal independent of SNR. Optimal and sub-optimal methods for selecting multiple lags have been presented and compared under various conditions. It was shown that the proposed sub-optimal method, compared to other existing sub-optimal methods, can lead to superior detection performance in the low SNR region. It is also evident that both analytical and simulation results closely match.
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